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Compton Laser System Overview
Laser system requirements:
1. 2-10 kW CW green power
2. ~100% circular polarization
à Known to 0.1% level
3. Periodic laser helicity flipping

Main components of Hall A Compton laser system:
1. Narrow linewidth 1064 nm seed laser
2. Fiber amplifier (>5 W)
3. PPLN doubling crystal
4. High gain Fabry-Perot cavity
5. Polarization manipulation/monitoring optics
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Compton Laser and Cavity during DVCS
During DVCS running, laser was locking to FP, fairly reliably during certain periods
à Able to unlock and re-lock
à Did not utilize/implement usual laser polarization flipping scheme – ran at one
fixed laser polarization
à Started implementation of improved polarization monitoring scheme – behavior
during locked/unlocked periods not fully understood
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Polarization Optimization Implementation
New polarization control scheme requires new (rotating) HWP, power meters
à Added HWP after existing QWP
à Installed new integrating spheres to monitor reflected light
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Reflected Power Monitoring
5 W fiber amp, 300 mW seed

RRPD

2/24/2016

QWP/HWP settings for maximum DOCP optimized with cavity unlocked
à Monitor RRPD to track polarization with time
à Use locked cavity to help determine (small) pedestal (low power going back to
RRPD)
à Problem: In Hall A system, signal in RRPD is larger when cavity locked!
Apparently, output laser power very sensitive to light reflected back into
doubling crystal (issue persists with replaced seed and fiber amplifier)
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Compton Laser Hardware Status
• 300 mW Lightwave, narrow-linewidth seed laser failed à
using 700 mW spare
• 5 W fiber amplifier failed (too noisy) – using 30 W
amplifier (10 W amplifier was on loan and deployed)
• All other hardware functional
– Bad mirror motion motor repaired (bad encoder). No
spares
– Some concerns about health of PPLN – we have a
spare (briefly loaned to Injector group, but back in
Compton lab)
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PPLN Issues
Fall 2014, optimum PPLN temperature
for IRà green conversion was about
61.3 deg. C
à Since then, optimum temperature
has been steadily decreasing
à November 2016 à T=59.53 deg. C
Initially thought (hoped) problem might
be due to sick fiber amplifier, but
persists after amplifier replacement
à During last run, typically decreased
temperature by about 0.02 degrees per
shift to maintain power

October 2014
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PPLN Issues

Green power
PPLN temperature tweak

Beam current

Noticed after extended beam off, that power decrease stopped
à Radiation damage to PPLN? Was this seen before, or a sign of an “end of life”
issue?
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Compton Laser Hardware Status
• 300 mW Lightwave, narrow-linewidth seed laser failed à
using 700 mW spare
• 5 W fiber amplifier failed (too noisy) – using 30 W
amplifier (10 W amplifier was on loan and deployed)
• All other hardware functional
– Bad mirror motion motor repaired (bad encoder). No
spares
– Some concerns about health of PPLN – we have a
spare (briefly loaned to Injector group, but back in
Compton lab)
Cavity not locking after mirror motor repair
Not enough light coupling into cavity.
à Mode matching change? Mirror damage?
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Spring/Summer 2018 Task List
• Replace 30 W fiber amp with 10 W version (1-2 days)
• Optimize doubling efficiency – verify long term power
stability (1 week)
• Install optical isolator, re-steer into cavity, optimize mode
match (3-4 days)
• If locking fails or is poor, open up cavity/vacuum and
check and/or replace mirrors (1-2 weeks)
• Complete polarization optimization work (1-2 weeks)
– Replace polarizing cube
– Improve QWP/HWP rotation verification (controls)
– Determine optimum configuration for left and right
helicity
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Cavity Polarization Optimization
1st stage optimization system implemented in hall – more work this summer

HWP and QWP scan (September 2015)

Optimum QWP/HWP
settings found for right
circular polarization
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Laser equipment needed for PREX/CREX
• Must:
• Spare 1064 nm seed laser: $25k
• Spare mirror motor controller: $5k
• Should:
• Spare mirror motor: $5k
• Spare rotation controller: ?? (obsolete part - worst case borrow Hall C?)
$5K
• Like:
• Spare 10 W fiber amplifier: $30k
• Assorted optics: $5k
Other, non-laser equipment
•
•

Must:
• Firmware update for existing FADC or new JLab FADC
• Latching scaler ($2-3k)
Should:
• 50 to 32 pin adapter for electron detector: $3k
• Thicker silicon planes*: $30k
• 3 Vetroc (if SBS keeps the Vetrocs already fabricated): $10k
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Longer Term Laser Work
Not required for PREX/CREX

• Investigate high-gain cavity locking with commercially
available electronics
– Existing feedback electronics custom-built more than
20 years ago – many parts obsolete
– Hall C used FPGA-based module from Toptica
Photonics for moderate gain cavity – would like to test
with high gain system
• Rapid laser helicity flipping for systematic constraints
(Ciprian Gal – JSA post-doc prize proposal)
– Place limits on difference in magnitude of polarization
between electron helicity states
– Possible constraint on helicity correlated beam size
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Helicity dependent beam polarization?
If magnitude of beam polarization not equal for both helicity states, measured
Compton asymmetry could be affected

Ameas

Peavg P Al
=
1 + 12 (Pe+ Pe )P Al

No likely mechanism for such a difference, but little experimental constraint
For 1% difference in polarization, impact on asymmetry at PREXscale energies is < 0.1%
à At 11 GeV, this grows to 0.15% - an appreciable fraction of total
required systematic uncertainty (0.4-0.5%)
Precise determination of Ameas vs. laser helicity can place constraints on Pe+-Pe14

Constraints on helicity correlated beam size
Luminosity for laser-electron collision at non-zero (horizontal) crossing angle
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Compton asymmetry masks any sensitivity to helicity-correlated beam size
à Rapid laser helicity flip could be used to build an effectively unpolarized laser in
the FP cavity, allowing extraction of limits on helicity correlated beam size
Must minimize or carefully monitor laser-related quantities that could impact
luminosity:
à Laser pointing/beam position at collision
à Stored power
à Non-equal DOCP
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Rapid helicity flip for Compton laser
•

•

•

Existing laser system uses rotating QWP to flip laser helicity
– Rotation is slow, typically done during “laser-off” period, on a
time scale of minutes
– DOCP in cavity, stored power not always the same between
laser helicity states
Replace QWP with Pockels cell for rapid helicity flip
– Flip laser helicity at 10-100 Hz to make precise measurement of
laser-helicity dependent asymmetry effects
– Many cycles for a single ”laser-on” period rather than having to
compare on a time scale of several minutes
Challenges
– Beam steering and focusing changes while flipping laser helicity
could cause FP cavity to lose lock
– Want to minimize laser-helicity dependent changes in cavity as
much as possible à constant power, DOCP ideal
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Summary
• Compton laser will be ready for PREX/CREX in 2019,
but work is required during the upcoming down
– Replace fiber amp, assess locking issues, improve
polarization monitoring scheme
• Need to obtain some critical spares before the
PREX/CREX run starts
• Need to assess long-term parts issues
– Most critical issue is locking electronics
– Other parts are obsolete (rotation controller, etc.), but
updated alternatives exist à need to identify these
and work to integrate into controls system
• Longer-term work on assessing alternate locking
electronics, fast laser-helicity flip
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